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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who am I?This is how you know me.  I’m a scientist.  A research.  A teacher.  Basically, I like counting things and  telling other people what to do… 
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Presentation Notes
This is what I believe.
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Presentation Notes
Who are we?I think it is safe to say we are a pretty self-selected audience.How many of you believe that Nature Deficit Disorder is a real thing?  How many of you can recall a formative experience with the natural world from your childhood?I bet we all share some pretty similar values when it comes to land preservation.
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Presentation Notes
Frank Golet, wetland plant ID, Walden PondCircle back to what brought you here.
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Presentation Notes
How many of you agree with this statement?This is an easy sell.  We can mostly all agree on this.We do not currently do an effective job of linking land conservation to these goals.







Presenter
Presentation Notes
Where are we in time?TTTOR was founded in 1891.Now there are over 1700 land trusts nationwide – with over 600 of these in the northeast – most of which are all volunteer run…Collectively of 47 million acres have been conserved.For perspective,  the Apollo 17 crew offered us the first full view of earth from space in 1972… which was, incidentially…



Presenter
Presentation Notes
In RI, the first land trust (SPA) was founded in 1972 (only 2 years after the very first earth day)This just wasn’t that long ago.Today we have over 45 land trusts in the State.You’ll note we have only 39 municipalities… so…(Did you know we have over 400 villages?  This amazes me.  I’ve heard it called ‘hyper-locality’.  Or insularity.  Whatever causes it, I think it speaks to our fierce identification with the local, and that – while this presents real challenges – it also breeds a lot of passion to protect the things we care about.)Most of our LTs are private NGOs, though 18 are municipal.Almost all are all-volunteer run.Together we’ve protected over XXXX acres…
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Presentation Notes
These are really important things.But they don’t sound like a whole lot of fun…
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Presentation Notes
Complex landscape.Values shift.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Buy land, they’re not making it anymore.  Mark TwainThe planet is small. Land is finite.We’ve exceeded our carrying capacity.Climate change, pollution, deforestation, biodiversity loss, and conflict are the result. The challenges are real.  We need to grow a more diverse, more engaged, and better educated community.‘Preserving’ isn’t going to be enough to get us there.





Presenter
Presentation Notes
A few of us in Little Compton have been getting together occasionally over the last several months to problem-solve around some of our shared land management challenges.  At some point, our conversation shifted to the greater challenge of eliciting community engagement in our various conservation efforts - in part, I think, from the recognition that people only invest in the things that really matter to them. �As an experiment, for a couple weeks in December, we taped up a bunch of posterboards around town with markers tied to a string next to them.  At the general store, the coffee shop, the school, the bar, the library, the dump - all the places everyone goes at some point.  Across the top, in big letters, is said, "What I Love Most About Little Compton Is..."    �Simple.  Anonymous.  Low budget.  Low tech.  Big fun.�The response was amazing.  And (to me at least) affirming.  We collected 298 comments - which is a LOT given how few people there are in Little Compton this time of year! :-)�Our local Community Center was kind enough to post the comments online for us, so we could share them with anyone who wanted to see the whole collection.  As a follow-up, we sent a letter to the editor of our local weekly paper, the Sakonnet Times.  They seemed charmed by the project and filled this week's issue with a multi-page story, a ton of great photos, and a lovely editorial piece, in addition to our letter.  �Granted, the Sakonnet Times is not the NYT!  But still... a powerful example of how a simple conversation about the things that matter can bring people together.  I'm really grateful for both the community I live in and the community with whom I do this work - which includes all of you!�



Southside Community Land Trust is helping 
people grow food – providing access to land, 

resources, and education.

All of SCLT's programs integrate 
community, ecology, and economy to 
build stronger neighborhoods and a 
healthier food system.
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Presentation Notes
Chowder & clamcakesCookoutsFull moon hikesHigh school environmental club students watched eclipse from the summit of Steere Hill with a campfire and chowder…



http://ailt.org/2015/03/conserve-aquidneck-project/
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Presentation Notes
2015 LTD kick off event attended by more than 125 people.The year round meet-up group now has over 900 member.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. People thrive where land is healthy.  2. We need a connection to land.  It is hardwired.  It's how we are made. Over thousands of years, we've evolved as part of a complex system that includes: land, water, plants, animals, etc.  We know this, but sometimes we forget...  3. Why do you love it here?  How does the land speak to you? (In my experience, people have answers, and produce stories, in response to this type of question.  It is how you fill in the blank below)  4. The emotional connection we have to (fill in the blank - fireflies, night sky, spring peepers...) is a small remnant of what we know about this on a much deeper level.  5. It explains the resonance we feel to certain landscapes.  The places that remind us of the connection we've lost.  6. If you buy this argument, then taking care of land just makes sense.  Energetically, ethically, practically, and emotionally.
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Carol Lynn Trocki 
cltrocki@gmail.com

(401) 952-2937
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